One Vision, Many Voices
Let us dream (nachalom) and then begin (v’nat’chil) to build the future we desire.

Express yourself on Zoom!
Are you just a little curious about what your friends are thinking and feeling on Zoom when everyone
is muted and all you can see is their little Brady Bunch square?
Don’t you wish you could give a big virtual 👍 to a great idea on Zoom, but don’t want to interrupt?
Join us for some 2020 Zoom Crafting Fun with our very own Queen Esther!
(Also known to her fawning subjects as Esther Miller.) This is Esther in a Zoom meeting with the
muppets. (That’s her in the upper left corner.) The view looks kind of familiar, right? Hard to tell what
everyone is thinking. (By the way, is Grover texting?)

Join Esther (and us!) from 6:00 - 7:00pm PT on Thursday, October 15 to

make your very own Emoji Sticks!

Q: What is an Emoji Stick?
A: An emoji on a stick.
Q:
A:

What do you do with an Emoji Stick?
Express yourself on Zoom!

This is a fabulous example of an emoji stick that Esther
created to give a shout-out to the YES Fund. WOW!
I’m more of a “copy-and-paste from the emojis in Text” kind
of person! Whether you are an Esther or a Gail, or
someone in between, join in on the fun - it won’t be the
same without you!

To get ready for the workshop, please check out the instructions in the attached pdf, you’ll also see
a list of example supplies that you probably already have at home. Be creative! Make what you have
work! Extra points for ingenuity. (Esther earned extra points for using a cake spatula for her “stick.”)
Oh! Before you join the party, please be sure to print out the emojis below the instructions in
the attachment, search for ones that spark your creativity, or design your own.

Is this your first convention?
Stay on with us on Oct. 15 for the 7:00pm Convention First Timers Info Workshop
If you haven't attended a Pacific District Convention before, and want to know what to expect and
how to enjoy the programs even more, this is the place for you. Led by Robyn Blachman

See you soon on Zoom,
- Gail Spivack & Nancy Silverman and the entire WRJ PD 2020 Welcome Committee
Questions? We are here to help. convention.wrjpd@gmail.com
Don’t forget to check us out on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. Please tag us! #WRJPD2020.

Come to our Emoji Craft Party!
Thursday night, Oct 15, 2020, 6-7pm PT.
Supplies listed are just suggestions.
No need to purchase anything!
Be creative and use what you have!

Emoji Craft Suggested Supplies
Basics You Will Need

Ideas for Adhesives

printer paper or kraft paper

tape, double-stick tape

cardboard or card stock

glue or paste

scissors

glue gun
Nice-to Haves

glue dots

Xacto knife or hobby blade

Ideas for Embellishments

pinking sheers

stickers

ruler

glitter

hole punch

sequins

paper crafting tools

pom poms

Ideas for the “Stick”

pipe cleaners

craft sticks

sewing scraps

tongue depressors

yarn

garden stakes

string

spatulas

ribbon

serving and BBQ utensils

rick rack

chop sticks

Washi tape

drinking straws

scrapbooking items

pencils

Ideas for Writing, Stamping, Painting

rulers

colored markers

knitting needles

colored pencils/pens

cat wand toys

paint and brushes, paint pens

cardboard strips

paint dot markers or stamps

tightly rolled newspaper

stamps and stamp pad

Emoji Craft Instructions
• The finished size of your emoji sticks is any size you want to create!
• Make as many emoji sticks as you want, there is no right number!
• Below these instructions are some sample emojis.
• You can use large emojis for your base to decorate, or just use them as they are.
• Search for other emojis that spark your creativity, or design your own!
Six Simple Steps
1. Print out your emojis on plain white cardstock or printer paper.

Be sure to print out your emojis before we get together!
We will do the following steps together on our Zoom Schmooze!
2. Cut out the emojis.
3. Layout all your emojis on a flat surface.
4. Sort through your embellishment supplies and make selections to decorate each
emoji.
5. Embellishment begins! Paste, glue, and/or tape each desired decorative item to the
front of an emoji.
6. Attach each decorated emoji to the “sticks” you selected.

Voila – you’re done!
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